MURDER   IN   MARSEILLES
War? ' he asserted did more harm than good. ' I am myself
an optimist.'
But for the rest of the month he was in Geneva.
His services as mediator were in brisk demand. Finland and
Bolivia, Persia and Paraguay alike experienced his strength as
rapporteur and were duly appreciative or dismayed. His
recommendation in the disastrous and futile Chaco war that
the arms embargo should be lifted for Bolivia alone, as
Paraguay had refused mediation, brought widespread praise.
The representatives of France, Russia, Sweden and Spain
supported him in this clear-cut view; but the slaughter for a
barren swamp in a green hell of South American jungle was
to work itself out until mere exhaustion and disgust of the
combatants brought its own formula of peace. The voice of
Eden at Geneva could not carry all that distance.
The situation in Danzig had deteriorated; the Nazi virus
was spreading through the city. As rapporteur Eden felt
bound to take notice of the anxiety expressed about its future.
The Commissioner Mr. Lester was asked to report on the
position. The Times headlined its account * A Cloud at
Geneva ' and referred gravely to Mr. Eden's various difficult
tasks of mediation. On one day he was broadcasting from
Geneva to the nations on the true meaning of the Saar settle-
ment, on another reaching agreement on a territorial claim
made by Finland against this country. The Times duly noted
that Mr. Eden had mediated in no fewer than three disputes
at the same time and that he knew how to hold the confidence
of both sides. The Finnish delegate spoke of his * generous
and conciliatory declaration *.
Eden's feverish activity was simply part of a general period
of intense diplomatic preparation. Laval's success in Rome
was followed by his visit to London and the famous com-
munique of February 3rd which foreshadowed a Western
air pact. There was always a reserve about this particular
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